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The junior pair test must consist of a program of good, harmonious composition skated to the music with rhythm and expression. The program should have a change of pace, utilize the full ice surface and be skated in good form with very good flow.
The pair must demonstrate good partner relationship and show a good degree of pair unison.
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The following elements are required:
Two different lifts, not from the same group, but 1 must be from Groups 3-5. Full extension of the lifting arm(s)
required, minimum 1 revolution by the man (no maximum). Both lifts may include a carry feature. Carry lifts (1/2
revolution exit/entry) are permitted and are not counted in the number of overhead lifts.
One twist lift, double or more revolutions
Two different throw jumps, double or more revolutions
One solo jump, double or more revolutions*
One jump combination (consisting of 2 or 3 jumps) or jump sequence (consisting of a listed jump immediately
followed by an Axel-type jump). At least one jump must be a double or more revolutions.*
*All jumps executed with more than 2 revolutions (double Axel and all triple and quadruple jumps) must be of a
different nature (different name); however, the jump combination or sequence can include 2 same such jumps.
One pair spin combination, minimum of 8 revolutions total. Must have at least 1 change of foot by each partner,
not necessarily at the same time, with at least 3 revolutions before and after the change of foot; must have at
least 1 change of position and two different basic positions by each partner.
One death spiral, minimum 1 full revolution by the man in pivot position
One choreographic sequence
Extra elements may be added without penalty. Two different elements may be retried, if necessary.
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